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1.00 Executive Summary

1.01 Cost Report

The purpose of this report is to indicate current construction progress of the Works on site, as of 15-Jun-18.

1.02 Programme

As of Cost Report Nr1, dated 24-Jan-18, Ridgemere Limited were advising the Works were on programme.

1.03 Contractor Progress Update

The third floor strip-out work are now complete, with setting out to commence imminently.

The fifth floor has been stripped, stud erection complete, partially plasterboarded with first fix M&E

installations progressing well.

The fourth floor has been stripped, stud erection complete, partially plasterboarded with first fix M&E

installations progressing well.

June 2018

The Cash Flow Comparison at Section 5.00 of the current Cost Report shows a forecast expenditure to be

circa 8 weeks behind planned, which corresponds with the delays caused by the additional asbestos works. A

construction based cashflow forecast, updated based on the revised works programme, has been requested

following remobilisation of the Works on site.

Further reports will be presented as appropriate following development of the works on site and issue of

interim Payment Notices.

On 25-Jan-18, additional asbestos containing materials were identified within North House which required

treatment / removal in order for the Works to progress, with the Contractor instructed to stop the Works

with immediate effect. Subsequently there has been further Refurbishment and Demolition Survey activities,

removal works and air testing to ensure the ongoing health and safety of the site operatives and visitors.

The above works have now been completed, the building confirmed safe and all remaining asbestos

containing materials to upper floors removed; works to the basement will remain ongoing during Apr-18.

Following the above process Ridgemere Limited remobilised the Works on 23-Mar-18, creating an eight

week delay to the programme. A formal Extension of Time for this delay is to be issued, with the period

agreed.

Following recommencement of the Works following the additional asbestos treatment, the site is again fully

mobilised with all sub-contractors progressing well.

Ridgemere Limited have also advised of a further delay due to the Virgin Media data cabling upgrade works.

Whilst the programme impact on the lower floors is nil, the sixth and seventh floors are significantly

complete and as such require additional works. Ridgemere Limited have provisionally advised a possible 4

week delay, but as with the costs they are to monitor the programme impact of the works on an open book

basis for agreement.

The seventh floor is nearing completion with all apartments formed and decorated. Final fix M&E, bathroom

and kitchen fit-out, floor finishes and internal joinery are ongoing.

The sixth floor has been stripped, all new partitions studded, boarded and plaster commenced. Decoration

works have commenced and M&E, fit-out and joinery works are to follow completion of the Seventh Floor.
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1.00 Executive Summary (Cont.)

1.03 Contractor Progress Update (Cont.)

A photographic schedule showing the current progress on site is attached.

1.04 Contract Documentation

Landlord repairs to the roof are nearing completion, with the main roof watertight and only covering of new

joinery items to be completed; all penetrations for the Works have been completed and sealed. Works to

the lower parapet roof are also nearing completion.

Demolition works will soon be commencing on the second floors with the current waste material chute then

to be moved to the first floor to enable demolition works.

Ridgemere Limited have previously advised that they anticipate completion of the show apartment, to be on

the seventh floor, in late Feb-18 / early Mar-18; this was subsequently delayed due to the additional

asbestos works. The show flat is now complete with the exception of the secondary glazing units (with a

delivery date to be confirmed) and works to upgrade the data cabling to Cat6 for improved internet

provision. Associated works to the circulation space to provide a completed access route are ongoing.

The contract documentation has been fully executed by both parties, reviewed by AA Projects Ltd with the

original returned to Park House Developments (NW) Ltd and a certified copy issued to Ridgemere Limited.
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